First attempt: 
Points: ____/2 attempt _____/2 explanation

What did you learn from this attempt? How will your strategy change on your next attempt?

Second attempt: 
Points: ____/2 attempt _____/2 explanation

What did you learn from this attempt? How will your strategy change on your next attempt?

Third attempt: 
Points: ____/2 attempt _____/2 explanation

What did you learn from this attempt? How will your strategy change on your next attempt?
Fourth attempt:  

Points: ____/2 attempt  ____/2 explanation

What did you learn from this attempt?  How will your strategy change on your next attempt?

Fifth attempt:  

Points: ____/2 attempt  ____/2 explanation

What did you learn from this attempt?  How will your strategy change on your next attempt?

Sixth attempt:  

Points: ____/2 attempt  ____/2 explanation

What did you learn from this attempt?  How will your strategy change on your next attempt?